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Location Filming & Photography
OVERVIEW
		
		
		
		

Film City Glasgow offers a diverse selection of filming location options.
Please read below details for location filming and photography at the venue.
For enquiries and bookings please contact 0141 445 7243 or info@filmcityglasgow.com

Internal Features
		
		
		
		
		
		

Original 1901 theatre (Main Hall) with ornate wallpaper and wood paneling coupled with retro
lighting from the 70’s, two grand staircases lead from the attached expansive foyer. A 		
decorative Chamber Room with conic skylight and elaborate cornicing. Main entrance hall at
Govan Road has a mosaic of the Govan Burgh Coat of Arms set in the floor, leading to 		
original corridors with marble pillars, mosaic flooring and period fittings such as lights and
banisters. The building also has two internal courtyards. In stark contrast, the heart of the
building is modern corridors with a glazed floor to roof wall.

External Features
		
		
		
		
		

Decorative sandstone building with elaborate roof, designed by Thomson and Sandilands 		
and erected between 1897-1901, the composition of red ashlar makes it one of the best 		
examples of an elaborate Beaux Arts building in the city. On each side of the main entrance
are medallion busts of Provost James Kirkwood and Baillie John Marr, over the North 		
entrance is a bust of councilor Richard Russell. There are some vista points from internal 		
roofs, which can be accessed with permission.

		
		
		
		

Rates are calculated on; sq ft usage, potential disruption to existing businesses and resulting
exposure of material captured. Companies based at Film City Glasgow (both temporarily or
permanently) will be offered reductions in cost. We will also consider applications with 		
exceptional artistic merit and smaller budgets.

FCG would typically suit the following periods: 1900-1920, 1970’s, 2000 – present.
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